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About This Game

**Note: This game is a VR-only experience and requires a VIVE or Oculus headset**

Once again players will assume the role of Raz, an intrepid young psychic and now fully fledged member of the Psychonauts —
an elite group of international psychic secret agents!

The story picks up exactly where it left off at the end of Psychonauts (2005)—with Raz, Lili, Sasha, Milla, and Coach Oleander
flying off to rescue Truman Zannotto, the Grand Head of the Psychonauts. Their mission takes them straight into the heart of

the Rhombus of Ruin—a mysterious part of the ocean as deadly as two Bermuda Triangles back to back!

When the rescue party itself is kidnapped and held prisoner in the Rhombus, Raz is immobilized and must use only his psychic
powers to reunite his friends, reveal the identity of the kidnapper, and free Truman before the madness of the Rhombus

consumes all their minds.
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Title: Psychonauts in the Rhombus of Ruin
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Double Fine Productions, React Games
Publisher:
Double Fine Productions
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i5-4590 processor equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 8 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad required, Touch as Gamepad optional
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This game is perfect for wasting extra time, but it is nothing special. I wouldn't personally recommend it, unless you are really
into soccer tactics. It gets boring waiting for matches to end and annoying to see the game begging you to spend money on it. It
was entertaining for a few hours though.
6/10. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game, you have unlimited ammo when your
supposed to pick up ammo the builing is just a bunch of cubes in unity engine for walls weapons are call the zombies are like
lord of the rings characters.. Honestly I find this game fun as hell, could do with more classes but its still in early access. Love
the maps, love RPG spamming!!
Better than infinte warfare!!!!. We got "Final Approach" on day one with our Vive 1.0 and played it a fair bit, but my kids
eventually just spent their time trying to crash planes into each other or the control tower. We really wanted *this* game all
along. Now here it is and it is BEAUTIFUL and AWESOME! Really great fun. Dynamic game, always something to do and
watch, lovely graphics. It's like real-life toy soldiers without the clean-up! Incredible fun. Might be the perfect VR tabletop war
game. Highly recommended.

We would REALLY like to see co-op of some sort. We are lucky enough to have two VR systems in our play room. Co-op
would be a total blast. We don't really enjoy PvP just because "someone has to lose".
. 10/10
Rage enducing as hell... but so cute and adorable so all is forgiven. It's just OK over all, it's got a ton to offer as a simulator, but
it's got some serious flaws that make it very frustrating to play.

Good:
- It's a hockey league simulator
- Very very in-depth, you can configure just about everything
- Fun if you don't try to do too much
- Challenge mode is compelling

Bad:
- If you pick GM only, your coach will burn your starting goalie out.. doesn't ever start your backup
- Scouting is a nightmare, no way to filter out players based on stats, only stars/age
- Scouting is REALLY a nightmare, In the draft, there's no way to see any scout rankings without clicking each and every
player. If you sort by a certain stat and then click a player, when you go back to the sorted list, it won't be sorted.
- Trading is silly, the only way your offer will be accepted is if your assistant says "it's likely they will accept this deal".. so you
just have to keep adding players until he/she says that. The CPU will never accept otherwise. The only way to get around this is
to shop a player and hope the CPU offers you a better deal. Yet if you click negotiate afterwards and offer the same exact deal
back the CPU will say it's not enough.. just stupid.
- Roster updates are not available fast enough
- No player editor to compensate for lack of roster updates
- Modders don't always publish their packs to the Steam workshop, you have to go to the forums and manually install a lot.
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In the end, even though Eastcoast Hockey League Manager is 3+ years old, it's still better in nearly every way.. DO NOT
BUY!!! Lack of gameplay and is no fun!!!. I'm so disappointed by this game not only did it have a meh story but the gameplay..
oh god the gameplay. For a HOG it's okay it does it's game keeps you playing with puzzles and HO games. The problem is the
HO games are boring always darkily lit and not interesting. Another problem is that sometimes the items will be in the
background but they won't be noticable unless you play on Normal. It's the first game in a while I had to pass on Advanced. Also
thank god for the lack of achievements so I don't have to try for that. Also if all these problems weren't bad enough the game
ends on a Cliffhanger. So even if your enjoyed the story it doesn't get resolved.. For those who got to the episode 4, it was clear
how poor the story is behind the game. So developers decided to surprise you with bunch of bugs, probably, trying to protect
you from getting to the main dissapointment, the 5th chapter.
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fun if u have knothing to do or if you ♥♥♥♥ing hate head crabs. DLC is broken lol dont buy. I bought this game simply
because I was informed that two of the old JS (Janus Syndicate) Members were involved in the development behind
ConcPerfect 2017: And I have to say, what an awesome game it is!

If you already don't know what "Concing" is, Concing is a skill based movement by usually throwing a concussion gernade on
zed ground which is used to push the player forward in a direction of the player's choice: It was pretty common around to see a
lot of maps dedicated to Concing created in the early 2000s while Team Fortress Classic still had a thriving community of
players. Concing isn't exactly around anymore and the TFC days are long gone; However, this little indie game brings that back.
You will concussion your way to victory by jumping platform to platform until you reach the very end of the level along with a
timer that keeps track of your score. I would say it's more fun to play with others but sadly this has to be one of the most
underrated games on Steam and barely has even a community. There is nobody playing it and it really deserves more players.
Another thing is that, I did put a little over 2 hours in game and I've already had finished all of the levels. There simply isn't
enough content. But the game is new and the developers are always coming out with new updates so hopefully they'll add more
levels into the game and a workshop. The visuals are surprisingly good for a game that is being worked on by a small group of
people probably with a very little budget. But at the end of the day, I really look forward to the future for ConcPerfect 2017 and
I think it could have potential to become something. The gameplay is solid, the conc physics are spot on, the level design is
really impressive, the visuals are good and cartoon-ish. But most importantly, It's fun to play especially with your friends! I
highly suggest this to newcomers who have no experience with Concing who want to get into Concing and I recommend to
Oldschool Concers who want a new experience with Concing. For $0.99 cents on Steam, you really can't go wrong with this
game.

Overall rating:
6\/10. this is a good game!!!. I have played probably something like 20 hours on my Wii when I first got this game. To this day
it still is one of my favourite games. However this PC port has more than a few glitches or bugs, sometimes causing the level to
be uncompleteable. Still it is a very good game that I recommend fully.. The pacing of the game was far too slow. the huge
empty spaces and the severe inability to move at a consistently sped up pace just killed it.
Story wise: A man is dying, he is given a VR kit to help him forget about it. they give him a slow paced game, which is the exact
opposite of what you want to do.
with little time he has to live left, you'd want him to get the most out of it, not slow it down.
Gameplay wise: slow. painfully painfully slow. I love tron and i love the tank fights in tron, I Really really love the artwork of
this game and I honestly want to love it, but the pacing of the game just throws everything good about this game out the
window.. Beautiful graphics and hardcore mechanics. Maybe a bit too hard. Great story either way.
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